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Dear IGLD members, dear Brothers and Sisters,
Hopefully all of you are able to enjoy the beautiful springtime, unaffected by events that
could tarnish the joy of spring awakening. For most of our members the month of May is
regarded as the most beautiful time of the year. But we must recognize and admit that
many (too many?) of our Brothers and Sisters have experienced this most beautiful time of
the year very often in their lives! And so it is logical and not surprising that almost all of the
National Druid Orders are trying to forge ahead the recruitment of new members. I wish
you much success in these efforts!

Sweden
The headline of the issue of the Swedish Druid Magazine (SDT) in February 2015 is
“WITH FOCUS ON THE 5000 DURING 2015”. And this forecast is realistic. Although the
number of Druids in Sweden is almost equal to the sum of all those in the other National
Druid Orders, constant efforts in recruiting new brothers are being made in order to make
good the losses and to strengthen the ranks. The Swedish brothers consequently apply
their self-developed model for advertising, and, moreover, they strive to assist fellow Druid
Orders in the relevant efforts.
This view is explicitly confirmed by President Brother Dag Wikman, as part of an interview
to be read in the March edition of the SDT. The next step on the road to success is a
correct and fraternal treatment of the new members after their initiation. Unfortunately
there is still a lack in several lodges - not only in Sweden.
Elsewhere in this edition of the SDT the reader can find an opportunity to check his
knowledge about the history of Druidism in Sweden and especially details concerning a
person who is considered as one of the founding fathers of the Swedish Druid Order. His
name is August Björck. He was born in 1880 and he was a wholesale trader living in
Malmö. Due to business connections to Germany he was aware of the existence of Druid
Lodges and he became interested in the ideas of Druidism. In 1909 he was initiated into a
German Lodge and, after having returned to Sweden in 1913 he became member of
Lodge Nr. 3, Mimer, in Malmö. From this time on he was seriously striving with all his
strength for the development of the young (3) Lodges in his country which have been
initiated since 1904 by German brothers and which at that point of time were still under the
jurisdiction of the German Druid Order.
It was not long before and he became – in 1920 as Grand Secretary - a member of the
Swedish Grand Lodge. In 1923 Bro. August Björck was elected Grand Secretary of the
IGLD and some years later he served as the Grand Treasurer in our international
organization.

It is certainly not well known that there has been an “Independent Druid Order” in Sweden
from 1930 until 1954 when this organization became the “United Order of Druids”, FGDO.
Of course Bro Björck was actively involved in this development. And in the key activities to
disseminate the Druid Order to Norway in 1935 he has been involved in a responsible
position as well. When Lodge No. 1, Nordstjernen, in Oslo was installed on the 2nd of
February 1935 Bro Björck became its first Secretary. And, who is surprised, he was also
President of his National Druid Order. For his incredible work he received the highest
awards his Order has to bestow.

Medal of Merit of the Swedish Druid Order

The conditions for awarding the Medal shown above are not easy to meet. Therefor we do
not see them very often at the collar of Swedish brothers.
These are the conditions:
• At least twenty years of Membership and
• one period Member of the Executive Board or
• two periods as a Grand Lodge Officer or
• three periods as an Officer of a local lodge or
• pioneering work for Druidism over a long period.

Norway
Main point at the General Meeting of the Norwegian Druid Order in March was the election
of members of the Executive Board. Brother Kay Hagby who had sovereignly led the Order
during the last 8 years has finished his term and accepted to hold the office as Past
President. And he will continue his office as IGLD Grand Vice President of his Order.
Towards the end of his successful tenure as the Leader of the Executive Board, on
December 15th, 2014, Brother Kay has been honored for 40 years of membership. He had
been initiated in lodge Bardstjernen, Drammen, at the age of 27 years, and during the time
of his membership he has actually served in all offices a Druid Order has to offer.
Particularly worth mentioning is his excellent contact to foreign lodges.
His successor is Brother Geir Tofsrud, who had served as “Second in Command” of the
F.G.D.O. during the last period. Bro. Geir was born in 1952 and joined the local lodge
Cygnus in Gjøvik, situated on the shore of Lake Mjøsa, 100 km north from Oslo, in
January, 1988. The name of the new representative in his former office is Geir-Kåre
Jordheim, Lodge Abaris in Sandefjord, and the new Grand Secretary is Bro. Steinar
Sæter, member of Lodge Idris in Larvik.

Denmark
It has used some time, but finally it has been possible to publish a new edition of the Druid
Magazine Druiden at the beginning of this year.
But light and shadow are still close together within the Danish Druid Order. On the one
hand a number of initiations of new brothers have been carried out, but on the other hand
a lot of withdrawals had to be absorbed and furthermore a local lodge had to be closed.
Due to a loss of brothers and as a result of difficulties to find new suitable candidates
Lodge Aros in Aarhus has not longer seen the basis for a further existence. Fortunately
there is another Druid Lodge in town which is prepared to accept the remaining brothers.
Lodge Jotar is a strong lodge and fortunately problems like mentioned above are not to be
seen. The former Aros brothers will definitely find a good new home.

England
As mentioned in the last Newsletter, on 24th to 26th of April two AOD brothers managed to
get to Sweden in order to work together with competent Swedish brothers on a
presentation for recruiting new members. It was a very satisfying trip, and the participants
believe that the final draft of the presentation will prove very useful, and hopefully will
achieve some good results. The Druids from England are very grateful to the fellow Druids
from Sweden for their help due to their great experience and for their unbounding
hospitality as well.
The Imperial Grand Arch Druid, Brother Norman Clarke has had to retire from office due to
health problems and Brother David Smisson has taken over for the rest of the year.

California
For Brother Peter Azevedo half of the term as Noble Grand Arch is over, and – as he finds it has flown by fast. Being NGA of the State of California he regards as an enjoyable
experience, and he is honored to hold this office.
The following appeal to his California Druids is in his article From the Desk of Noble Grand
Arch: “Membership is the life blood of our great Organization! What other Organization can
you be a member of for as low as $ 25 per year? Brothers ask your family and friends to join
a Grove! All of the Camaraderie you can experience by belonging to a Grove, attending
other Grove`s Official Visits and meeting Brother Druids from all walks of life”.
Another appeal to the Brothers and Sisters relates to the Druidic Area Reunion & Druid
Initiation Ceremony, held on April 11th at the Novato Druids Hall. A few Brothers have
organized this event that can be regarded as a druidic family meeting, music and BBQ
included, after not having one in about 20 years.
The California Druid Magazine covering the first quarter of 2015 contends a couple of
articles which refer to historical events. Our friend and meanwhile well known Writer-atLarge Stone E. Henge has decided to continue his column Information regarding our
Order, and in the edition I/2015 of the CDM he “touches upon a little history”. A few years
ago there were some discrepancies concerning the founding dates of Druidism and thus
the druidic history as shown in the California records had to be corrected. Now all doubts
are eliminated, and to make it clear to all fellow Druids: 1781 and 1860 are the dates which
are important for the Druidic history: The modern Druidic Order was founded in 1781 in
London and Druidism came to the United States in 1830, in the City of New York.

Doing some historical research in the recent past, Brother Bill DeWitt was fascinated by
the accounts of the DRUIDS TEMPLE in San Francisco as the location that the Grand
Grove of California was instituted in 1865, and where many public men of San Francisco
were made Druids. The doors of the Temple opened in the fall of 1913. It contained 8
lodge rooms, 3 banquet halls, a splendid club room, a parlor, the office of the (later) Grand
Grove of California, the office of the superintendent of the building and several committee
rooms. The beautiful ballroom had gained the reputation of being one of the most
respectable dancing places of San Francisco. The Temple was home for the San
Francisco Druids for 58 years, until 1971, at which time the property was sold.

DRUIDS TEMPLE in San Francisco
Foto: CDM I-2015

Germany
The German Druidic Oak Tree has got a new branch. After a relatively short time but
intense preparations by brothers from the Harz-Lodge in Goslar, a new Lodge, named
“Zur Brüderlichkeit” (Brotherhood) is going to be installed in Duderstadt on the 23rd of May.
Unfortunately the Elbtal-Lodge in Dresden had to close its doors. This was one of the
lodges which could be “revived” immediately after the unification of Germany. The
perspectives for a successful functioning were initially encouraging. But with progressive
time it turned out that the ground of the so called New German Federal States is very
difficult to plow. After some agonizing years there was obviously no chance for the Elbtal
Lodge to survive.
Basically, the initiation of a new brother is a pleasant and even an essential event in the
life of any local Druid Lodge. On the other hand, however, it is part of a number of
“business functions” which every association has to do in order to guarantee its existence.
But there are exceptions, which are suitable for converting a routine in an experience!
Lodge Nordmark, Flensburg, had announced the initiation of a new brother on 20th of April,
and finally 81 participants took up the invitation. The special feature of this event was, that
among them were 44 Danish brothers from 4 local Druid Lodges of the region of Jutland.
One might say that is because Flensburg is situated directly on the border, but that would
be too simple. A major reason is the permanent effort of brothers from Lodge Nordmark to
maintain the contacts with lodges in Denmark. And that is how this is willingly paid back on
an occasion like this. And this is an example for friendship across borders as well,
according to the principles of the IGLD.

International festive meal in Flensburg
Foto: Bro K.-D. Ahnsel

On February 26th the brothers of the Harz-Lodge in Goslar have had an opportunity to
learn how many Druids their Lodge Building is able to absorb. It was the day when the
President of the German Druid Order, Brother Frank Graffenberger, together with Brother
Bernhard Rust, was honored for his 25 years anniversary of membership. This event has
led a lot of brothers from different parts of our country to join the dignified and yet joyful
celebration.
The German/Swiss Druid Magazine Druidenstern has got a completely new appearance.
And this is not the only change initiated by the new editorial team, which had to be
installed after the unexpected death of redactor Brother Alfred Japel. By a meaningful
change in textual design and the use of color photographs, the magazine has become
more interesting and worth reading.
In the edition September 2014 of the Newsletter I mentioned that a Ladies Lodge named
Rendsburgia has been installed on 13th September, 2014 in the town of Rendsburg. This
fact has received considerable attention within the German Druid Order. But the brothers
had another reason to wonder because the Rendsburgia Sisters managed to initiate other
5 sisters just half a year after installation of their lodge, and other interested ladies are on
standby. It is pointless to consider whether the question of novelty or idealism is the
reason for the great interest, actually the success stands in the foreground. And our sisters
prove their right to exist by great enthusiasm and serious druidic work, as well.

Switzerland
The Swiss Druidic Oak Tree has got a new branch, too. On 26th of February Lodge “Salix
Alba” has been installed in the dignified atmosphere of the Arbon Castle. With this
foundation Druidism in Switzerland succeeded in getting a firm footing also in the eastern
part of the country.
In June 2015 there will be some personnel changes within the Executive Board of the
Swiss Druid Order. You will find the result of the election in the next Newsletter.
In the course of bilateral German/Swiss IGLD Meetings the next one will be prepared by
the Swiss order and will be arranged in Luzern on the 5th of September.

Australia
Brother Graeme Foulds, Grand Vice President of Australia, has pointed to the possibility
for a stopover in Western Australia (Perth) on the way to New Zealand. If there is an
interest he would be prepared to show the keen druidic travelers his charming homeland.

New Zealand
Grand President of IGLD - at the same time Leader of the Organizing Committee for the
XXVIII World Congress “Nelson2016” - Brother Bob Stewart has sent the following
invitation to the great international Druidic Event and to his wonderful country “under Down
Under”, as well:
Hello Brothers and Sisters, Fraternal Greetings to you all.
It is now only 10 months to go till the 2016 World Congress, and we are counting down. All
will be in place, and the preparations are nearly completed. We are now only waiting for
final numbers of those attending to enable us to complete our preparations. The
Programme has been prepared so as to allow maximum time for Business Meetings, but
also just as important, to allow plenty of time for fraternizing and extending the hand of
friendship in the Benevolent Bonds of Druidism.
The Monday afternoon and evening with the local Maori`s will be an experience most of
you will never again have. The Powhiri (Official Maori Welcome), their brief history, the
ENTERTAINMENT, and the meal, will be something that you will remember for a very long
time.
For those not attending the Business Meetings, there will be visits to interesting places
around Nelson, all arranged for you.
The Tour on Wednesday is open for all, and an interesting and informative day will be. The
Greenshell Mussel is unique to New Zealand, and besides its great taste, it has very
strong and beneficial medicinal properties. In it`s natural environment, this Mussel (Shell
Fish) can grow up to 15 cm`s or more, but Commercial ones are Harvested at 7-9 cm`s.
Very tasty! You will get to try this delicacy during the day.
For those of you who will be touring the South Island, the drive through the Southern Alps
to Milford Sound is reputed to be one of the finest scenic drives in the world, and if
possible, do it.
As has been said before, New Zealand`s Mountains, Lakes, and clear rivers are among
the best, and the South Island`s Braided Rivers (on the Eastern side of the South Alps) are
only found in a few places in the world, mainly from the Himalaya`s, and in South America.
Remember, this will probably the last time an IGLD World Congress will be held in New
Zealand, so this is your only chance to come and be a part of a memorable occasion.
Fraternal Regards to you all, in Unity, Pease and Concord,
28th World Congress Committee
Dear Members, attached please find the Congress Program and the Registration Form.

Fraternal regards in Unity, Peace and Concord

Grand Secretary

IGLD World Congress 06th to 10th of March 2016
PROGRAMME
Saturday 5th March
AGM Druids of New Zealand. Wellington. 9.15am start. Members only. Please advise Bro.
Bob Stewart if you wish to attend. Venue has yet to be announced. There are direct Flights from
Wellington to Nelson every day. Am to late pm.

Sunday, 6th March
3:00. – 6:30 pm Hospitality desk open for registration
4:30 – 6:00 pm Executive Meeting* - IGLD Officers 7:00 pm Meet and Greet, Official Welcome, BBQ Meal in Congress hotel - all -

Monday, 7th March
9:30 – 12.30 pm Ritual Opening of the IGLD Congress; Initiation of new members, Reports 12:30 – 1:30 pm Lunch
2.30 pm onward Visit to Marae (if available) /Historical, Maori entertainment, Hangi meal - all -

Tuesday, 8th March
9:30 – 12:30m Business Meeting* (lunch included) Officers/Members –
12:30 – 1:30 pm Lunch
1:30 – 5:30 pm Business Meeting* - delegates 7.00 pm BBQ Meal and “YE OLDE” Druid Meeting - all - The early Druids met in the London Tavern to
have ‘serious’? discussion, music ,song and conviviality. We will also do this, and enjoy a small Concert
by the LA VIDA (Nelson) String Quartet. Each Country to give an ITEM.

Wednesday, 9th March
9:00 am – 5:30 pm Congress Tour - all –
Evening free – visit Nelson`s many Bars, Cafes and Restaurants

Thursday, 10th March
9:30 am – 12:30 pm Business Meeting - Officers/Members
Election and Installation of Officers - Ritual Closing
12:30 Lunch
2:00 – 4:00 pm Guest Speaker - all –
4:30 – 6:30 pm Executive Meeting IGLD-Officers

7:30 pm Final Banquet, Congress Dinner for all participants
* Organized Entertainment/Excursion arranged for non-participants to Business Meetings See
Registration Form.
Friday 11th March - Check out of Hotel/Disperse
PLEASE NOTE…… Registration to be paid, in full, to the notified Congress Bank account
Electronically. Credit Cards can be used for Hotel Bookings and other personal expenses
HOTEL COST…$195.00 Single Occupancy, $210.00 Double or Twin Share per Room,
Per Night, Breakfast included.
In Unity Peace and Concord

Grand President

28th WORLD CONGRESS
NELSON, NEW ZEALAND 6th-11th MARCH 2016
RUTHERFORD HOTEL, TRAFALGAR SQUARE, NELSON
www.rutherfordhotel.co.nz
REGISTRATION
NAME

RANK

CONTACT DETAILS

DAY

EVENT

SATURDAY
5th March

AGM DRUIDS OF NEW ZEALAND (members only)
WELLINGTON 9.15am (Optional) (contact Bro Stewart for
more info)
OFFICIAL WELCOME AND MEET & GREET, Meal incl.
ALL MEMBERS AND PARTNERS WELCOME. 7.00pm
OPENING of CONGRESS, BUSINESS MEETING
9.30am-12.30pm Members/Delegates (Lunch 12.30 inc

SUNDAY
6TH March
MONDAY
7th March

TUESDAY
8th March

WEDNESDAY
9th March
THURSDAY
10th March

10.am-1.30pm, Visit Founders park & Lunch for Non
Participants
2.30pm-8.00pm, Visit Historic Site, Evening Meal (Maori
Hangi). ALL Welcome.
9.30am 5.00pm BUSINESS MEETING (Lunch etc)included
9.30am-4.30pm Tour/Sightseeing for Non Participants,
Lunch, Afternoon tea etc included.
7.00pm -? BBQ Meal and ‘YE OLDE’ Druid Meeting
Music by LA VIDA, STRING QUARTET ALL WELCOME
CONGRESS TOUR 9.00am - 5.30pm ALL WELCOME
Evening Free. Visit Nelsons many Bars & Restaurants, or have
a quiet night in the Hotel. Evening Meal at your own expense.
BUSINESS MEETING, 9.30am-12.30pm Officers/Members
Non Participants visit World of Wearable Arts Museum, and
Lunch at Tahunanui Beach. 9.30am - 1.30pm.

Number
COST
attending
No charge

$80.00
Per Person
$50.00 pp
$45.00 Non/P

$80.00pp
$55.00 pp
$60.00 pp
Non/P
$60.00 pp

$140.00 pp
$55.00 pp
$55.00 pp
Non/P

GUEST SPEAKER 2.00pm - 4.00pm ALL WELCOME
CONGRESS DINNER 7.30pm till ??? ALL WELCOME
ADMINISTRATION FEE (ALL)

$120.00 pp
$60.00 pp

TOTAL REGISTRATION FOR ALL EVENTS

$700.00 pp

Drinks etc. are at individual`s expense. All costs are in NZ $s
Registration closes 30th November 2015. Late Registration $ 780.00
Payable to: IGLD North Island, NZ;
Account: ANZ Bank of New Zealand, Porirua Branch, Porirua
ANZBNZ22 060574 0034672 05

